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Abstract: Polyaniline (PANI) slim film was set up by electrochemical polymerization strategy at room 

temperature in a standard three-electrode cell from (0.1M) aniline monomer and (0,5M) from Sulfuric 

acid in the presence of distilled water. The development of PANI film was portrayed by Voltammetric 

studies, SEM, XRD, and FTIR. Voltammetric studies were performed in 0.5 M acidic aqueous solutions 

using H2SO4. The XRD design demonstrated that the diffraction top at 2θ = (30˚). The FTIR 

spectroscopy spectra give particular and unmistakable bonds at 3500, 1572.52, 1302.53, 831.98, and 

592.85 cm-1. 
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1. Introduction 

Aniline is an oily liquid, colorless when freshly distilled but tending to turn brown under 

the action of light. Polyaniline is a very promising polymer with a broad spectrum of 

applications thanks to its inherent properties. In addition to the relatively manageable and 

feasible procedures for its synthesis, it exhibits high conductivity and acid-base properties in 

an aqueous solution. Its doping-dedoping is characterized by simple and reversible chemical 

reactions. In addition, it is thermally stable and does not have a negative impact on the 

environment[1]. 

Synthesis from nitrobenzene: 

2C6H5NO3 + 8H2 → 2C6H5NH2 + 6H2O 

However, polyaniline is insoluble in most of the solvents used and has poor physical 

and mechanical properties. But thanks to its remarkable electrical and optical properties, 

polyaniline is widely used in the development of rechargeable batteries, OLEDS, organic 

transistors, conductive paints and adhesives, foam for thermal insulation of astronautical 

spacecraft, a product of coating, OLCD, etc. [2]. 

Among the various oxidation states of polyaniline, emeraldine salt (ES) is the only one 

with electrical conductivity. However, emeraldine base (EB) can be converted to emeraldine 

salt (ES), and vice versa, by protonation/deprotonation with an acid/base [3]. 
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Polyaniline represents the material of choice for contemporary and future electronics 

technology due to its easy production, controllable and reversible electrical and electronic 

properties through oxidation and protonation (non-redox doping) [4]. 

The alternating bonds in the long polyaniline chain make it extremely difficult to 

handle, infusible, and practically insoluble in common organic solvents[5]. 

The radical nature of the anilinium makes it possible to catalyze the polymerization of 

the aniline monomers oxidized to polyaniline, the anilinium also plays the role of the reaction 

intermediate in the polymerization of the aniline and its derivatives [6,7], and in order to obtain 

new conductive polyaniline forms, the aniline copolymers were prepared in such a way that 

there were variations in the angle of twist between the adjacent phenyl rings of the polymer, as 

well as the modification chemical reaction of aniline by substitutions located on the nitrogen 

atom or in the benzoide or quinoid cycles [8]. 

Let us detail some methods of polyaniline synthesis, concerning its electrosynthesis, 

and we can use potentiostatic or galvanostatic electrochemical methods, the oxidation of aniline 

by inert electrodes such as stainless steel, platinum, gold, different types of carbon (vitreous or 

pyrolytic graphite), and glass coated with metal oxides, metal electrodes modified by a carbon 

foot and electron acceptor carbon nanotubes[9,10]. 

In this paper, Polyaniline thin film will be prepared by electrochemical polymerization 

method and characterized by Cyclic voltammetry, SEM, DRX, RAMAN, and FTIR. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Materials. 

Aniline monomer was acquired from Merck, vacuum distilled. In all electrosynthesis 

tests, polymerization solutions were prepared to utilize twice distilled water. The physical 

characteristics of aniline are given in Table 1: 

 

Table 1. Physical characteristics of aniline. 

logPow η(Viscosity) Tebu (°C) d Ps(hPa at 20°C) M(g/mol) Tfus(°C) 

0.9 4.4 mPa.S 184  1.022 0.4  93.13 -6.2 ° C 

 

The polymerization solutions were 0.5 M aqueous H2SO4 solutions (provided by 

Merck). The polyaniline (PAni) films were covered in aqueous 0.5 M H2SO4 containing 0.1 M 

aniline with polarization in the potential rate between - 0.2 and 1.2 V versus Ag/AgCl at 

50 mV/s scan rate. Distilled and deionized water were utilized. 

2.2. Synthesis. 

The electrochemical synthesis and characterization of polyaniline were carried out at 

room temperature in a standard three-electrode cell [11]. The working electrode was a glassy 

carbon, and the counter electrode was platinum. As a reference electrode, we used a saturated 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Before each electrochemical synthesis, the working electrode 

was carefully polished with abrasive paper and then washed with distilled water. Aniline was 

used after distillation. Cyclic voltammetry control was provided by a Voltalab connected with 

the cell. The polymer film of aniline was deposited from 0.5 acidic aqueous media 

containing0.1 M aniline by voltammetric sweep between - 0.2 V and 1.2 V (Ag/AgCl), at 50 
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mV/s-1.The sweep was stopped after 15 cycles, and the working electrode covered by polymer 

film was removed from the monomer solution and washed with distilled water. 

2.3. Voltammetry cyclic. 

Voltammetric studies were performed in 0.5 M acidic aqueous solutions using H2SO4.  

Voltalab model PGZ100 (France) was used for cyclic voltammetry analysis and 

electrochemical measurement. 

2.4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. 

The electronic structures of polymer films of aniline were determined by Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were obtained on a Brukertensor-27 FTIR 

spectrometer, using samples dispersed in spectroscopically pure KBr pellets. 

2.5. X-ray diffraction. 

The sample was analyzed by X-ray diffraction using Bruker D8 Venture Super DUO 

diffractometer with PHOTON100 CMOS area-detector using MoKα radiation (λ = 0.71073 A) 

monochromated by the graphite. 

2.6. Raman spectroscopy. 

The Raman spectrum was recorded from 100-3500 cm1 with a Raman dispersive 

microscope DXR2 (Thermo scientific). 

2.7. Scanning electron microscope. 

The morphological characteristic of the polyaniline was characterized by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) SH 4000M. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Voltammetry cyclic. 

The inset of Figure 1 is the cyclic voltammograms (CV) for pure polyaniline 0.5 M 

H2SO4. The voltammogram is similar to that obtained by G. Wu et al. [12]. The observation of 

the J=f(E) curve of cycle 1 (corresponding to the first sweep of cycle 1 potential) shows an 

abrupt increase of the current towards 1.18 V/EAg/AgCl, which corresponds to the oxidation 

of a species on the surface of the glassy carbon electrode. Note that this anodic peak is the only 

one that does not correspond to any cathodic peak on the voltammogram. This suggests that it 

is associated with the oxidation of aniline to form polyaniline and that this reaction is 

irreversible. More precisely, it is the oxidation of the acid-soluble form of aniline, that is, 

anilinium. Mu et al. [13] were interested in this reaction and wanted to determine whether the 

reaction involved free radicals or cation radicals. They demonstrated that the first step in 

forming polyaniline corresponds to the oxidation of anilinium cations to cation radicals (Figure 

1). 
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Figure 1. Cyclic voltammogram (CV)  curves of polyaniline prepared in an aqueous solution of 0.1 M monomer 

aniline and 0.5 M H2SO4, 50mV/s-1 . 

In cycles following the first, the anodic current of peak A decreases due to polymer 

formation on the surface and leads to a decrease in monomer oxidation in favor of continuously 

increasing signal intensity of the formation peaks. These peaks are characteristic of polymer 

growth on the surface of the carbon electrode. Thus, as the polymerization proceeds, the 

intensity increases with the thickness of the polymer film. 

For example, the reactions observed on the surface of the glassy carbon electrode 

correspond to the different oxidation states of the polyaniline : 

Peak B: the oxidation of leucoemeraldine to emeraldine, 

Peak B': the reduction of emeraldine to leucoemeraldine, 

Peak D: the oxidation of emeraldine to pernigraniline, 

Dʹ peak: the reduction of pernigraniline to emeraldine, 

The oxidation and reduction currents in peaks C and Cʹ correspond to the oxidation of 

hydroquinone to benzoquinone and the reversible reduction reaction of polyaniline degradation 

products. 

3.1.1. Effect of the rate of change in potential. 

The effect of potential sweep rate was studied for values of 25, 50, 75, and 100 mV/s 

to characterize the processes involved in the electrooxidation of PANI. 

 
Figure 2. CV curves of polyaniline, 25 mV/s-1. 
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Figure 3. CV curves of polyaniline, 50 mV/s-1. 

 
Figure 4.CV curves of polyaniline, 75 mV/s-1. 

 
Figure 5.CV curves of polyaniline, 100 mV/s-1. 

 
Figure 6. Voltammograms recorded in the potential range (-0.2 ; 1.2 V/s) for these different values of the 

potential scanning rate. 
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The values of the peak potentials (Epa), as well as the values of the anode peak currents 

(Ipa) for the different potential scanning speeds, are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Electrochemical parameters of Polyaniline in H2SO4 acid solution at  

different potential scanning rates (GC electrode). 

Scanning rate (mV/s) 25  50  75  100  

Potentials anodic peak  

(mV/Ag/AgCl)  

1  1  1  1  

Currents anodic peak  

(mA/cm2)  

0.33  0.75  1.03  1.13  

 
Figure 7. Variation of anode peak currents as a function of the square root of the scanning rate. 

The oxidation peak potential (Epa) is independent of the potential scan rate. So we are 

in the presence of a fast reaction. The variation of the anodic peak currents is best expressed 

by plotting the variation of the anodic peak currents as a function of the square root of the scan 

rate (Figure 7). 

The variation of the oxidation peak currents as a function of the square root of the scan 

speed of potential Ip= f(v1/2) is a straight line. This shows that the electrochemical reaction is 

controlled by diffusion. The value of the slope is 0.155 mA s1/2 mV-1/2. 

Ip = [0,446. A. R. T
1

2. F
3

2. DR

1

2 . CR]V
1/2 

We can conclude that the oxidation reaction of polyaniline on glassy carbon in 0.5M 

sulfuric acid is fast and diffusion-controlled. 

3.2 Morphology of PANI. 

Morphology of conducting polymer layers kept on a glassy carbon substrate was first 

characterized utilizing a scanning electron microscopy technique.  

Figure 8 shows the SEM morphology of PANI film acquired in a solution containing 

0.1M aniline and 0.5M H2SO4 kept onto GC. From this figure, the spread PANI fibrils as 

noticed, and the strands are ordinary and uniform. Additionally, these strands will generally 

agglomerate into interconnected networks, which show numerous multiple different pores [14]. 
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Figure 8. SME images showing a surface morphology of polyaniline (PANI) electrodeposited on a GC 

substrate. 

3.3. Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy. 

FTIR spectra of PANI were obtained in the transmission range 400- 4000 cm-1, as 

shown in Figure 9. The characteristic absorption bands for PANI are 592.85 cm-1(C-N-C bond 

mode of the aromatic ring), 700.84 cm-1, and 831.98 cm-1 (C-C, C-H bond mode of the aromatic 

ring), 1155. 97 cm-1 (out-of-plane C-H bonding in the benzene ring), 1302.53 cm-1(S Q O 

bonding for camphosulfonic acid), 1503.09 cm-1(C-N stretching of the benzene ring), 1572.52 

cm-1(C Q N stretching of the quinoid ring), and 3500 cm-1 -CH combinations and indicates 

secondary amines [15-18]. 

   
Figure 9. FTIR spectrum of the PANI thin film. 

3.4. Raman spectroscopy. 

The Raman spectrum of polyaniline is the superposition of the spectra of the aniline 

monomers, as well as the additional lines coming from the formation of the C=N-C imine bonds 

and the C-NH-C amine bonds between the quinoid rings, the less intense peaks, are due to the 

intrachain and interchain dipolar interactions which modify the polarizability of the chains and 

tend to orient them perpendicularly to the Pt anode as well as to the electric field lines of the 

incident radiation. The important region of the polyaniline spectrum is located between 

1100cm-1 and 1700cm-1; in which we find all the bands representing the modes of vibration 
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characteristic of the polyaniline, for the base form pernigraniline, we observe the following 

bands: 1157 cm-1 corresponding to the deformation vibration of the C-H bond in the quinoid 

rings, 1215 cm-1 characterizing the elongation vibration of the C-N bond, 1330 polaronic 

conduction, 1480 cm-1 corresponding to the elongation vibration of the C=N bond, 1555 cm-1 

corresponding to the elongation vibration of the C-C bond, 1579 cm-1, elongation vibration of 

the C=C bond in the quinoid rings, 1606 corresponding to the deformation vibration of the C-

C bond and the two bands of weak intensities 2923cm-1 and 3025 cm-1 corresponding to the 

vibrations of the C-H and C-H bonds [19-21]. 

The intensity of the lines increases with the polarizability of the chains, which in turn 

increases with the length and structure of the chains. The peak of position 697.23cm-1 and 

intensity 6.487 is located in the microwave domain. Its high intensity corresponds to a strong 

polarization of the polyaniline chains due to the increase of their polarizabilities as well as the 

rotation around the imine and amine bonds, which results in the deformation of the chains due 

to the inter-chain dipole-dipole interactions as well as the inter-chain interactions which entail 

the winding of the chains and their organization in an ordered structure. 

 
Figure 10. Experimental Raman spectrum for polyaniline. 

3.5.X-ray diffraction. 

XRD is employed for the assurance of the crystallinity degree of polymeric compounds. 

Crystalline orientation of conducting compound is extremely attention-grabbing, as a result of 

an additional highly-ordered system may show an aluminiferous property like conducting state, 

but the crystallinity of polyaniline and also the intensity of peaks rely on the synthesis 

conditions-polyanilines square measure semi-crystalline in nature and a 2-phase system. The 

innovation that the compound chains squared measure parallel and ordered in shut packed array 

is that the crystallites region, whereas the section where the chains are not ordered and do not 

have parallel alignment, is the amorphous region. The quicker full-grown of the chemical 

compound ends up in disorder orientation of chemical compound chains and amorphous 

polymer structure. 

Figure 11 shows XRD patterns of PAni. The crystallin PAni shows two characteristic 

peaks of the emeraldine salt sort of PANI were indexed at 2ϴ = 30 and 41°. These peaks area 

unit attributed to the parallel and perpendicular periodicity of the polymer chains [22-28]. The 

presence of an amorphous phase makes it a semi-crystalline polymer. 
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Figure 11. XRD of polyaniline. 

4. Conclusions 

We have synthesized polyaniline by electrochemical polymerization method from 

liquid aniline monomer. The formation of PANI was confirmed by Voltammetric studies, 

XRD, Raman spectroscopy, FTIR, and SEM. XRD studies revealed that the PANI film 

deposited on a glassy carbon substrate is polycrystalline. Proper formation of the Polyaniline 

film in a conducting form was established by FTIR measurement and Raman spectroscopy. 

The morphology shows the presence of fibers in the polymeric structure. The greatest 

advantage of conductive polymers is their vast versatility.   

The key to this is the dopant. The alternative of dopant defines the properties of the 

compound and permits its functionalization for a specific application. The dopants are often 

expelled and incorporated once more into the compound, permitting the management of these 

planned physical properties if the chosen bio-molecule cannot be used because the dopant will 

still be incorporated victimization associate intermediating doping molecule. Suppose doping 

is not the proper way to build the conductive compound suited for the associate application, 

physical adsorption, defense, and valency bonding supply different routes. 
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